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Persistent Storage:  

Persistent storage is nothing but the Disk area, where the data volume, Log volume and  
Trace are stored. 

Where the data volume can be allocated based on the memory: 3 times of the memory 

Log volume can be allocated bassed on the memory: 1 time of the memory  

Where as in production environment we can allocate the log volume : 2 times of the 
memory. ( because we set the parameter log_mode = normal in production ) 

Trace volume can be allocated based on the memory: 1 time of memory. 

SAP HANA DATABASE Backup: 

1.Why DATABASE should be backed up? 

To avoid the data loss due to disk failures. 

2. What data could be backed up and restored? 

DATABASE backup included backup of Data area and log area. Database backup does not 
include the configuration file  backup. 

DATA Area Backup consists of the data structures that are required to restore the database 
which includes the user data, information models, topology information and secure storage 
file system. 

Log Area is backed up automatically. 

Configuration file backup: If require, we can also manually take the back up of configuration 
files, to adopt the customer specific parameters that are set in the configuration file. We 
need the shell scripts the linux cron deamon or need to schedule the cron jobs for taking the 
configuration file backups. 

3. How frequently we need to schedule the HANA Databse backup? 

According to resources available in the server, and According to business continuity with its 
most recent data without data loss ( more consistent data will be available if we schedule 
more frequently). 

How many backup types are there in the SAP HANA DATABASE? 

• Full backup 

• Delta backup( these are two types) 
1. Incremental backup 
2. Differential backup. 
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Prerequisites for the HANA Database backup only from DB perspective. 

1. DATA backup is only available in online mode. 
2. Check whether the Backup is using the file based or backint based. 
3. Set the configuration base parameters in global.ini or in backup configuration file for 

the backup path based on the file based or backint based backup. 
4. If it is file based, the default backup location is /usr/sap/SID/HDB<inst>/backup/data. 
5. /usr/sap/SID/HDB<inst>/backup/log. We can also specify different path instead of 

the default path. 
6. If it is backint based backup, the default backup location is 

/usr/sap/SID/SYS/global/hdb/backint. We can also specify different path instead of 
the default path 

7. Estimate the size of the backup by using the SQL scripts: 
(Select volume_id, sum(allocated_size) from M_converter_statistics group by 
volume_id). If the backup includes different services. 
 
Alternative script is Select sum(allocated_size) from M_converter_Statistics. 

8. We should not use the SYSTEM user for taking the backups. So, create the separate 
user. 

9. Assign the Authorizations (or) Previleges to the user for the taking the 
backups.(BACKUP_Operator CATALOG_READ). BACKUP_ADMIN is optional, because 
it also contains the authorization to delete the backup and set the configurations. 

10. Check whether the folder to take the backup is available which we have assigned in 
the configuration file.  

11. System restart is required for log backup, when set the below parameters in 
configuration file or .ini files. 

12. Make a decision to which type of backup is required.(i.e, We have full data backup 
and delta backup. 

13. As the Log area is automatically backed up , by setting the parameters. 
14. Enable the Log_Mode = Normal in production then the below following parameters 

also need to be set. 
15. Enable_ auto_log_backup = Yes 
16. Log_Backup_timeout_s = 900.  

Note:(For Application perspective we need to follow the regular refresh prerequisites.) 

 

DATA Backups are carried out manually through the below mentioned tools: 

• SAP HANA Cockpit. 

• SAP HANA Studio. 

• DBA Cockpit. 
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• SQL Command 

Apart from the above tools,  We can also use the third party tools to take the backup by 
using the backint option in backup configuration File. 

Need to add the backup screen shots by taking the backups using the above mentioned 
tools if required. 

SAP HANA DATABASE Recovery: 

1.When is necessary to recover the SAP HANA Databse?? 

In One of the following situations: 

• Disk crash of the data area 

• Disk crash of the log area 

• Reset the system to certain point of time for special Recovery 

• Create a copy of database. 

2.What kind of recovery procedures are available for the SAP HANA Database? 

The below following procedures are available. 

• Recovery to status before failure. 

• Point in time recovery 

• Recovery to a specific data backup. 

3.Recovery can be carried out by using the below tools 

• SAP HANA Studio 

• Python scripts are used to recover the database using command line 

• SAP HANA Cockpit 

Prerequisites for the HANA Database recovery: 

1. The user must have the system privilege BACKUP_ ADMIN 
2. The user must know the credentials of the <ssid>adm operating system user 
3. Before starting the recovery, Please ensure that all the data and log backups 

must be accessible in the file system or available through the third party Tool. 
4. Atleast one databsase backup is needed. 
5. Check the backup content for consistency by using the tool (hdbbackupcheck),  if 

we have the file based backups else if it is through third party tool backup 
content is verified by the third party tool. 

6. Ensure that we are using the correct recovery procedure because once it is 
started, a recovery could not be cancelled. 

7. If any errors occurs during the recovery then the complete recovery has to 
repeat again. 
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8. The SAP HANA database needs to be installed on the target database. So that an 
initial database exits. In the recovery situation you can use a SAP HANA Studio to 
restore the changes to this initial database. 

9. Ensure that the target system and the source system have identical 
Configurations such as the number and types of services on each host must be 
identical for both system landscape. 

10. To Restore the  database to a particular point in time recovery, A databackup and 
log backups are required. 

11. Recovery to a lower system release is not possible. 
12. To recover the SAP HANA Database , The database need to be shut down 

because during the recovery the database cannot be accesed by the end users or 
applications. 

Need to add the recovery screen shots if required using the above recovery tools. 

Need to add the post recovery tasks. 

 

Checking and troubleshooting the errors in BACKUP And Recovery 

Where do we check the status and logs of the backup and recovery? 

1.We can check the recovery logs and check the recovery status completed 
successfully  in the operating system using the tool hdbbackupdiag. 

2.In the studio or cockpit we can check the recovery Wizard. 

3. We can the backup logs and consistency the databackup using the tool 
hdbbackupcheck. 

4. In studio or hanacockpit, we can check the logs in M_BACKUP_CATALOG. 

5.If we could not able to do the update because of the log segment full, and the log 
segment is closed after exceeding the configured threshold value then it is required 
to move the log backup files to the external destination to avoid the risk of log 
segment full. Log segments can only be overwritten by the system after they have 
been backed up. 

 

 

 

 

 


